Your connected home

What is a
connected home ?

It is a home capable of communicating with you, wherever
you are. Using your smartphone or your tablet, you can send
it orders, as well as it sending notifications to you about what
is happening at home.

Manage your heating

The right temperature at the right time : combine comfort
and savings by taking care of your consumption.

Automate the control of your blinds and doors
It is easier to control all of the openings from one single point,
to not forget anything.

The connected home

for all

Digital technology is now part of our everyday
life.
You, your children, your parents: we use or will
use connected devices.
However, this technology only makes sense if it
helps to improve our everyday life.

Control your indoor and outdoor lighting

Centralise the control of your lighting, create cozy atmospheres when you are
at home or turn off that one light you always forget to switch off.

Protect your family and possesions
And keep connected to your home,
wherever you are.

Tydom

the connected solution

simple & intuitive
Simple to use for the whole family, TYDOM makes your
life easier, improves comfort, secures your home and
saves energy.
With photo mode, your application becomes reality,
you can control your devices directly from pictures of
rooms in your home.
The App is free to donwload,
subscription-free and secure.

Steven and Anne relish these
moments spent with the family

Tydom

Comfort

With Tydom, you can configure your home environment
to exactly the way you want to live in it, the state of
your connected products can be programmed for each
moment.
You are always the decision maker.
Everything is under control.

Thomas is struggling with Mathematics.
However, like he is being told by his father,
knowing how to count is important.

Tydom

Savings
A connected home brings savings. Savings caused
by not leaving anything turned on when you are
away : lighting, heating…

Taken together, these solutions decrease your energy
consumption… and your bills

On those rainy days, Caroline and
her daughters cuddle on the sofa.
Peaceful....

Tydom

Security
It is comforting to know everything is under control.

The Tyxal+ alarm system informs you through Tydom of
any alert : intrusion attempt, smoke detection, water leak...

By immediately notifying you on your tablet or smartphone,
you will quickly be able to take the required measures,
wherever you are.
It also is comforting to be able to watch in real time what
is going on at home, thanks to the indoor or outdoor
connected cameras.

Valerie has just been informed that
she is pregnant. Peter is over the
moon! He is already thinking about
the bedroom he will have to set up.

Tydom

Scalability
Your needs evolve over time and your smart home system must be
adaptable.
Thanks to our radio technology, it is very simple to modify your system
and every new device works with all your existing applications
You decide. When it suits you.
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Each device was designed with a focus on quality and
superior reliability.
For products that are visible, a special care was given
to the design and the tones.
Thermostat, alarm unit, switches, remotes, keypads…
they harmoniously blend into every home.
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These products blend perfectly into your home,
simple and discrete.

Find out more about our solutions and
applications

Find a local privileged installer on our website

A system set up in accordance
with professional standards

Trust a professional installer so that
every device is setup with care.

You will be sure to benefit from a
reliable and durable system.

Visit our website

www.deltadore.com

Delta Dore showrooms

To understand all the benefits of a connected home,
come discover our connected applications in our showrooms
Bordeaux | Dinard | Rennes | Merlimont | Paris | Düsseldorf | Barcelona | London
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Technical support : 020 7660 2919

